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SEMS: RESEARCH PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 

1. Project Background and Description 

 Fluidisation of Granular Activated Carbons (GAC) for sustainable drinking water treatment 

applications 

To supply sufficient and safe drinking water, water utilities use a treatment train consisting of several unit process 

operations. One of these treatment unit processes is filtration using granular activated carbon (GAC), Fig.1. This is a 

crucial unit operation widely used for its adsorption capabilities as a barrier for undesired macro- and micro-pollutants. 

Traditionally, water companies have been using GACs from fossil fuel resources such as coal. However, due to 

climate change considerations, there is a strong push to abandon coal and explore new sustainable GAC filter media, 

obtained from sustainable agricultural waste materials, such as coconut shells and rice husks [2].  These sustainable 

GACs, however, display different filtration properties, as witnessed by their expansion behaviour in Fluidised Bed 

Reactor (FBR) filtration experiments. It has been suggested that this may be due to the difference in micro-structural 

material properties and wetting properties between fossil fuel and sustainable GACs. GAC particles have a very high 

internal surface area and a mean pore size of the order of a few nm, see Fig. 1b, as witnessed by gas adsorption 

experiments. For this reason, the wetting of GAC particles is slow and may influence the FBR filtration experiments.  

            

Figure 1: GAC pellets (left) and internal material GAC structure (right). 

For these reasons, we will use our new purpose-built Fluidised Bed Reactor (FBR) / expansion column [1], 

commissioned in collaboration with our industrial colleagues from Waternet, Amsterdam (NL). Based on our 

experience in FBR experiments [1], we propose here to investigate the expansion and wetting properties of a range 

of sustainable GACs, in comparison with fossil fuel GACs. This expansion column is an important part of our research 

equipment and is used for both UG and PG research and teaching purposes, see Figure 2. 

         

We have a collection of more than 10 perfectly wetted GAC samples from different sources available to be tested on 

their filtration and expansion properties. 

To support the experimental investigation of the expansion and wetting behaviour of the GAC particles, we propose 

here to carry out, in addition, detailed Molecular Dynamics [3], Lattice-Boltzmann [4] and CFDEM calculations. This 

combination of experimental and computational methods will lead to new insights in the quest for elucidation of the 

wetting and expansion behaviour of complex carbon materials with an average pore size of order 1 nm. 

Most water utility companies are facing the transition from fossil to sustainable GACs for their drinking water supply 

[5]. Therefore I believe that we are in an excellent position to offer a unique PhD research project with strong industrial 

support from Waternet in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 
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2. Project Scope 

 Three research project objectives 

1) Develop and use experimental methods to determine the expansion and wetting behaviour of GACs. 

2) Use and develop computational modelling methods to support the experiments. 

3) Elucidate the expansion behaviour of sustainable GAC materials as a function of their structural and 

wetting properties. 

3. Desired Skills from the Student   

 Key skills needed for the PhD project 

1) Undergraduate degree in science or engineering 

2) Interest in developing pilot-scale experimental equipment, including Fluidised Bed Reactors. 

3) Interest in using / developing computational methods 

4. Supervisory Team 

 Add supervisory team details 

Primary supervisor: Dr Edo Boek, SEMS, e.boek@qmul@ac.uk 

Secondary supervisor: Dr. Roberto Volpe, SEMS,  r.volpe@qmul.ac.uk 
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